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Abstract. The research is aimed at solving the topical problem of enhancing efficiency of iron ore magnetic 
separation by applying ultrasonic technologies to identify optimal technological parameters of magnetic 
separation, improving controlled structural parameters of a magnetic separator and pretreating slurry by high-
energy ultrasound to clean the ore material surface from fine-dispersed particles of minerals and slime, as 
well as disintegrate ore aggregates fed to the magnetic separator. The main tasks involve identifying 
regularities of influence of slurry pretreatment by high-energy ultrasound on properties of iron ore magnetic 
separation, determining regulations of improving technological and controlled structural parameters of the 
magnetic separator using ultrasonic methods, developing and substantiating methods to enhance efficiency of 
iron ore magnetic separation by applying ultrasonic technologies. 

1 Introduction 
Sustainable industrial development calls for solving the 
topical problem of reducing costs and energy-intensity of 
iron ore mining and processing [1-5]. Energy intensity of 
Ukraine’s mining and metallurgical complex greatly 
exceeds that of advanced industrial countries [2, 3}. 
Power consumption of iron ore concentration processes 
and equipment substantially depends on properties of ore 
subjected to processing [6-8]. Nowadays, about 5-8 
mineral and technological types of ore are processed 
simultaneously at Kryvyi Rih mining and concentration 
plants [2, 7]. It is worth noting that each mineral and 
technological type of iron ore demands such grinding rate 
to maintain certain granulometric composition in 
compliance with the size of useful component inclusions, 
thus ensuring the best ore-grain release and enhancing 
efficiency of subsequent sorting and separation [9, 10]. 

Application of ultrasonic technologies to 
nondestructive control is one of promising methods to 
enhance efficiency of iron ore concentration, this 
involving attainment of operative data on technological 
processes and treatment of ore particles by controlled 
high-energy ultrasound, in particular, by forming 
cavitation processes in iron ore slurry [11-13]. 

The research is aimed at solving the topical problem 
of enhancing efficiency of iron ore magnetic separation 
by applying ultrasonic technologies to identifying optimal 
technological parameters of magnetic separation, 
improving controlled structural parameters of a magnetic 
separator and pretreating slurry by high-energy ultrasound 
to clean the ore material surface from fine-dispersed 

particles of minerals and slime, as well as disintegrating 
ore aggregates fed to the magnetic separator. The main 
tasks involve identifying regularities of influence of slurry 
pretreatment by high-energy ultrasound on properties of 
iron ore magnetic separation, determining regulations of 
improving technological and controlled structural 
parameters of the magnetic separator using ultrasonic 
methods, developing and substantiating methods to 
enhance efficiency of iron ore magnetic separation by 
applying ultrasonic technologies. 

[14-15] suggest applying the ultrasonic method to 
controlling suspension velocity and accumulating 
magnetic material inside the wet magnetic separator of 
low-intensity. To do this, [14] uses the acoustic system of 
back-scattering and the ultrasonic method to profile flow 
velocity. Simultaneously, intensity of the back-scattering 
signal is used to obtain data on local concentration of 
solids in the flow and accumulation of magnetic materials. 

[16] deals with dynamics of slurry magnetic particles 
in the magnetic separator of low-intensity. The research 
suggests modelling dynamics of magnetic particles by 
tracing individual trajectories by means of the COMSOL 
Multiphysics software package. The research results 
reveal various distribution of the block of constant 
magnets and percentage of coupled particles affecting 
efficiency of separation. [17] considers the simulation 
model of the dry rotary drum magnetic separator with 
distribution of probable trajectories of particles leaving 
the magnetic separator drum. Empiric relationships are 
used to combine particles’ trajectories after their 
discharge from the drum by its rotation and magnetic 
field. 
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[18] is aimed at investigating into the influence of ore 
particles accumulated in the magnetic separator on 
separation processes. There are presented research results 
on profiles of accumulation of particles and their 
parameters. It is ascertained that pulsating suspension 
affects the areas of paramagnetic seizure of particles. At 
the same time, increased magnetic induction within a 
certain range can also increase particle accumulation to a 
great extent. [19] deals with researches into ore material 
separation in various types of magnetic separators. It 
indicates that a complex system of interrelated factors and 
structural parameters of magnetic separators greatly 
impacts efficiency of the latter. The research is aimed at 
studying the influence of external factors on efficiency 
criteria of magnetic separation. Meanwhile, the researches 
of the mentioned scholars neglect technologies of 
pretreating solid particles of ore slurry, in particular the 
ultrasound-based ones. 

[20] suggests a magnetic separator model that 
considers mineralogical data of ore flows when treating 
three ore types depending on their content of the useful 
component. There are suggested efficiency indices of 
magnetic separation ranked by their significance that also 
take into account the mentioned ore classification. The 
research testifies to the impact of ore mineralogical 
characteristics on indices of magnetic separation. 

[21, 22] investigate into ore material properties 
affecting separation in the magnetic separator. However, 
the above researches consider only a limited range of 
properties, this not allowing reliable recognition of 
mineralogical and technological types of ore materials. 

[23, 24] describe the experiment results of separating 
ore materials of various mineralogical properties during 
magnetic separation. There are determined optimal mode 
parameters of separation depending on certain 
mineralogical characteristics to increase Fe content in 
concentrates. However, the mentioned researches do not 
focus on nondestructive control of solid slurry properties 
aimed at improving efficiency of magnetic separation. 

Thus, analysis of foreign and national researches on 
the issues under study reveals a great number of scientific 
works dealing with methods of enhancing efficiency of 
technological parameters of ore concentration, improving 
controlled structural parameters of technological 
aggregates. On the other hand, it is worth indicating that 
little attention is paid to the issues of slurry pretreatment 
by high-energy ultrasound to clean the ore material 
surface from fine-dispersed mineral particles and slime 
and disintegration of ore aggregates fed to the magnetic 
separator. Considering this, integrated application of 
mentioned methods and means requires development of a 
relevant mathematical apparatus and engineering designs. 
It is necessary to conduct researches, improve available 
mathematical models of technological processes and 
elaborate a set of ultrasonic methods of operative control 
over iron ore properties and its pretreatment. 

2 Materials and methods 
The research aims to improve efficiency of iron ore 
magnetic separation by integrated application of 

ultrasonic technologies to enhancing technological and 
structural parameters of the magnetic separator as well as 
cleaning the ore material surface and disintegrating ore 
aggregates. 

The research idea implies improved efficiency of iron 
ore magnetic separation due to identifying technological 
parameters of the process under study (efficiency, solids 
concentration, granulometric composition, useful 
component release), optimal controlled structural 
parameters of the magnetic separator (the angle of the 
magnetic unit, the rotation speed, distances between the 
overflow and the separation drum) and slurry 
pretreatment by high-energy ultrasound to clean the ore 
material surface from fine-dispersed particles of minerals 
and slime and disintegration of ore aggregates fed to the 
magnetic separator. 

The working hypothesis involves integrated 
application of ultrasonic technologies to investigating into 
regularities of iron ore magnetic separation that will 
enable substantiating complex methods of improving 
efficiency of iron ore magnetic separation, enhancing 
controlled structural parameters of the magnetic separator 
and pretreatment of slurry by high-energy ultrasound to 
clean the ore material surface from fine-dispersed 
particles of minerals and slime and disintegration of ore 
aggregates fed to the magnetic separator. 

Specific features of the research structure and 
components imply the fact that achievement of the project 
aim provides for complex investigations comprising 
identification of regularities of impacts of pretreating 
slurry by high-energy ultrasound on characteristics of iron 
ore magnetic separation; determination of regularities of 
improving technological and controlled structural 
parameters of the magnetic separator using ultrasonic 
methods; development and substantiation of methods to 
enhance efficiency of iron ore magnetic separation by 
applying ultrasonic technologies. 

Thus, it is required to combine research results in the 
following directions: theoretical and practical research 
into iron ore magnetic separation; methods and means of 
operative control over physical-mechanical and chemical-
mineralogical properties of iron ore slurry, as well as 
methods of improving indices of iron ore magnetic 
separation. 

The mathematical model of dynamic effects of high-
energy ultrasound impacting solids in the slurry flow is 
the key element of the research methods. The given model 
enables formation of conditions for pretreatment of the 
ore material surface and disintegration of ore aggregates 
fed to the magnetic separator. Simultaneously, the model 
considers dependency of the state of fine-dispersed slime, 
particles of ore grains of ferromagnetic slurry and 
flocculated unreleased ore aggregates on parameters of 
ultrasonic oscillations. The integrated system of methods 
of measuring ultrasonic dynamics of all technological 
variables enables improved substantiation of the concept 
of influence of technological factors on qualitative 
characteristics of magnetic separation of magnetite 
quartzite of Kryvyi Rih iron ore basin. The method of 
identifying processes of separation, delivery and 
dehydration of materials directly inside the magnetic 
separator under various operating modes will be 
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developed on the basis of ultrasonic measurements of 
changes in concentration, velocity and sizes of ore slurry 
solids.  
The method is noted for application of the first and the 
second harmonics of volume and surface ultrasonic 
oscillations propagating in the slurry and along contacting 
surfaces as measuring parameters of intensity. Also, the 
research methods include the method of increasing 
efficiency of iron ore magnetic separation that 
encapsulates slurry pretreatment by high-energy 
ultrasound to clean the ore material surface, from fine-
dispersed particles of minerals and slime and 
disintegration of ore aggregates fed to the magnetic 
separator, determination of optimal technological 
parameters of magnetic separation (efficiency, 
concentration of solids, granulometric composition, the 
release rate of the useful component) and optimal 
controlled structural parameters of the magnetic separator 
by using ultrasonic measurements. 

3 Results and discussion 
To simulate the ultrasonic pressure source which is time-
variant, the k-wave software package for MATLAB is 
used in the two-dimensional heterogeneous medium of 
propagation [25, 26]. The initial distribution of pressure is 
determined by adjusting parameters of the source.p0. To 
identify the pressure time-variant source, there can be 
established both a source mask (that identifies the model 
net points belonging to the source), and the input of the 
time-variant source. The source mask is determined by 
assigning of the binary matrix of the same sizes as the 
calculated net where 1 is presented by the net points 
forming part of the source [27]. 

When acoustic waves reach the edge of the calculated 
area, they are absorbed by a specific type of the 
anisotropic absorbing boundary layer [28, 29]. Effects 
produced by this layer can be observed when propagating 
waves approach the edge of the calculated area. By 
default, this layer occupies a band of 20 net points around 
the domain edge inside the calculated domain identified 
by kWaveGrid. To avoid side effects, one should not 
place the source or the sensor points inside this layer. As 
an alternative, to obtain a perfectly coordinated layer, it 
can be established outside the calculated domain set by 
the user. 

The absorbing boundary layer possesses four 
properties each of which can be controlled by additional 
input parameters [28, 30].  

Sizes of the absorbing layer on each domain edge are 
conditioned by the parameter PMLSize in units of the 
points. By default, there 20 net points in one- and two-
dimensional spaces and 10 net points in the three-
dimensional space. If the size is a single value, it is used 
for all Cartesian coordinates. Optionally, the size for each 
direction can be established separately by setting the Size 
value [x_size, y_size] in the two-dimensional space and 
[x_size, y_size, z_size] in the three-dimensional one. 

Absorption inside the absorbing layer is set by the 
parameter Alpha in the Napier units on the net points. By 
default, the parameter equals 2 for all the sizes. If 

absorption is indicated as a single value, it is used for all 
Cartesian directions. Besides, absorption for each 
direction can be established separately by setting the 
Alpha value [x_alpha, y_alpha] in the two-dimensional 
space and [x_alpha, y_alpha, z_alpha] in the three-
dimensional one. 

The absorbing layer can be located so that it is inside 
or outside the calculated net created by the user while 
changing the value of the logic flag Inside. If Inside is 
established as false, the net inputs increase on each edge 
by the size set by Size.  

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 1. Dynamics of the acoustic pressure field propagating 
with the absorbing boundary layer switched off. 
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Visibility of the absorbing layer within the simulated 
space that is reflected during simulation is controlled by 
the logic input parameter Plot (by default set as true). 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 2. Dynamics of the acoustic pressure field propagating 
with the propagation parameter value being too high 
 

To make simulation more accurate, one should make 
sure the initial pressure distribution and the sensor mask 
are not within the boundary layer. This can be avoided by 
setting Inside to be false. Yet, calculation time will 
anyway depend on the general size of the net including 
the boundary layer (i.e. calculations will be the fastest for 

the nets where the total number of net points in each 
dimension is given twice). 

Let us consider some specific cases of adjusting the 
absorbing boundary layer – without absorption, with too 
high absorption, the partially effective boundary layer, 
and the boundary layer set outside the calculated domain. 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 3. Dynamics of the acoustic pressure field propagating 
with partially effective boundary layer 
 

In software, certain parameters of the absorbing 
boundary layer are selected by the conventional operator 
where the variable of choosing the model characteristics 
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is set manually and can take the value from the pre-
established totality.  

The effect of the absorbing boundary layer can be 
visualized by switching it off completely. To do this, the 
parameter Alpha is initiated by 0. In such a way, the zero 
absorption is established inside the layer and the waves 
leaving one side of the domain reappear on the opposite 
side. Fig. 1 visualizes dynamics of the acoustic pressure 
field propagating.  

A similar effect is observed if the Alpha value is set 
too high. It makes the waves reflect from the boundary 
layer (Fig. 2). 

Efficiency of the absorbing boundary layer depends on 
its size and absorption as well the time step used for 
modelling: the more time intervals a wave spends in the 
boundary layer, the more it is absorbed. 

An effective absorbing boundary layer can be partially 
simulated by reducing its size, i.e. setting 2 for the 
additional input Size. 

The boundary layer absorbs part of the waves 
approaching boundaries of the simulation area. Part of 
reflected waves watched in the previous example can still 
be perceived by sensors (Fig. 3). 

By default, the absorbing boundary layer will be in the 
net determined by the user, so the source and the sensor 
should not be determined in this area. 

Conclusions 
Thus, the working hypothesis of the project implies the 
integrated application of ultrasonic technologies to 
investigating into regularities of iron ore magnetic 
separation that enables substantiation of integrated 
methods of improving efficiency of iron ore magnetic 
separation by enhancing technological parameters of 
magnetic separation, improving controlled structural 
parameters of the magnetic separator and slurry 
pretreatment by high-energy ultrasound to clean the ore 
material surface from fine-dispersed particles of minerals 
and slime and disintegration of ore agglomerates fed to 
the magnetic separator. 
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